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Abstract. A simple dynamic procedure, based on the deformed Hartree-Fock solution of
a nucleus, is presented to construct the IBM operators in microscopic basis. The parameters of
these operators are evaluated by establishing a Marumori mapping from the truncated shell
model space onto the boson space. The transitions from spherical to axial-rotor shape observed
in the low-lying levels of e v e n 96-108 M0 and 146-a54Sm isotopes are reproduced qualitatively
by applying this procedure with a fixed Set of fermion input parameters to each chain. Variation
of a few parameters in fermion space leads to quantitative agreement.
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1. Introduction

The phenomenological interacting boson model (IBM) [1] has provided a unifying
symmetry based scheme to study the low-energy collective behaviour of even-even
medium and heavy mass nuclei and has been able to explain the observed collectivity
very well [2, 3]. This success has quite naturally stimulated a great deal of endeavour
to unravel the microscopic foundations of the model [4, 5]. Such calculations have
been referred to as microscopic basis IBM calculations. It ought to be stressed that
there is as yet no consensus among the scientists about the correct way to establish
this connection. In this paper, we propose a different method and illustrate it with
calculations of Mo and Sm isotopes.
In microscopic basis IBM calculations the construction of IBM operators is
achieved in two stages: (i) An appropriate truncation of the large shell model space
into a smaller space physically relevant to the low-lying spectra of interest; and (ii)
Definition of the boson space and operators by establishing a correspondence with the
truncated fermion space and operators defined therein.
Broadly speaking, two different procedures have emerged to carry out these
operations. In the widely followed Otsuka-Arima-Iachello (OAI) mapping procedure
l6-12] first a truncation of the many particle shell model space to the S-D or S-D-G
subspace is carried out. The S-D-G subspace is composed of S, D and G pairs of
identical particles corresponding to the pairing, quadrupole and hexadecapole
collective degrees of freedom of the nucleus respectively. A Marumori mapping is then
constructed from the S-D-G subspace onto the corresonding s-d-g boson space. The
parameters of the n-body boson operators defined in th s-d-g space are then evaluated
by equating them to the matrix elements of the corresponding n-body operators in the
fermionic space. The recently suggested "democratic" mapping procedure [13, 14-1
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also follows a similar path. The procedures [15, 16] following the alternative BelyaevZelevinsky method first construct the boson operators and then carry out the
truncation in the boson space.
In this paper, we describe a simple dynamic procedure [17] to construct the IBM
operators from fermion basis and apply it to examine the collective shape transitions
in even-A Mo and Sm isotopes. Taking into account the considerable amount of evidence
that the G-pairs (or equivalently the g-bosons) play a necessary and sufficient role
[10, 13, 16-23] in describing the low-lying spectra of interest, we assume that the relevant
truncated fermion space is composed of only the "correlated" identical nucleon S, D and
G pairs. Correspondingly we have the s-d-g IBM-2 boson space. We construct the
correlated pairs by projecting good angular momentum states from mean fidd HartrceFock (HF) solutions. We then establish a Marumori mapping from the fermion singlepair and two-pair spaces to the corresponding one- and two- boson spaces. The boson
matrix elements are then determined by equating them to the corresponding fermion
matrix elements. Since a one-to-one correspondence from the identical two-pair space
to the corres- ponding two boson space cannot be established, we ignore the identical
boson interaction terms in the Hamiltonian. Actually, it has earlier been argued [4]
that these terms do not play a significant role in the low-lying regions. The distinguishing
aspect of our procedure from the OAI mapping is that in the latter N-pair states are
mapped onto N-boson states and the fermion matrix elements are calculated in the
N-pair space. Finally, due to lack of a suitable IBM-2 code incorporating g-bosons,
the boson spectroscopic calculations are carried out in the IBM-1 domain by projecting
from IBM-2 operators [24] and using the SDGIBM l code of Devi and Kota [25].
The structure of the correlated identical nucleon pairs, which reflect the number of
valence nucleons distributed over a set of single particle levels, the Pauli blocking
effects etc., incorporates the dynamics and quite obviously plays a crucial role in
evaluating the boson parameters. There have been several studies with varied
approaches and approximations to study these aspects. The calculations [8,9, 11]
based on the broken pair approximation [26] evaluate the structure coefficients
variationally with the assumption that the ground state of the nucleus consists of only
S-pairs. These are clearly well-suited for spherical nuclei with a few valence nucleons.
In the iterative scheme of Scholten [10] these coefficients are evaluated by minimising
the N-pair ground state energy in the S-D-G space. This scheme has been applied to
study the spherical to axially-deformed shape transition in the even-A Sm nuclei.
There have also been procedures in the deformed basis where the coefficients are
evaluated by projecting out good angular momentum states from deformed Cooper
pairs obtained by number projection from BCS-Nilsson states [21,22] or HFB
solutions [20 27]. The correlated pairs constructed in our procedure from mean-field
HF solutions do not include the pairing correlations, unlike those from the HFB
solutions, but would include other deformation producing correlations, However, in
the present study, we go beyond the work reported in [20, 27] in the sense that we
actually construct the IBM Hamiltonian and other operators and carry out the
spectroscopic calculations. Navr~til and Dobe~ also evaluate these coefficients in the
boson picture by establishing a canonical trans- formation from the non-collective
boson space to the collective boson space and then choose the most collective state by
looking at the lowest energy states of the Hamiltonian [16].
As mentioned earlier, we have applied our scheme to study the spherical to
axial-rotor shape transition observed in the low-lying spectra of even 96-los Mo
[28-30] and 146-15,~Sm [31, 32] isotopes. The microscopic IBM calculations for the
3"]6
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Mo isotopes are the first to be reported here. We compare our results for the Sm
isotopes with those of Scholten [10] and Navr~itil and Dobe~ 1-16] who have also
explicitly carried out the spectroscopic calculations using their respective procedures.
From our results we observe the necessity to vary the strength parameters of the
fermion two-body interaction (Surface delta interaction) in order to quantitatively
reproduce the observed spectra and B(E2)T values. Such variation in seen to be
necessary in the transition region. Navr/ttil and Dobe~ [16] have also observed the
necessity to vary the fermion input parameters and have explicitly employed a thumbrule (eq. (13) in ref. [16]) to vary them. Although no such variations were carried out
by Scholten [10], the scaled-up spectra (with respect to the experimental ones) for the
heavier Sm-chain probably indicate necessity of such a variation. We also observe
similar effects in our results for Sm isotopic chain.
Our scheme of constructing the IBM operators is presented in § 2. The studies of
shape transition in the Mo and Sm isotopic chains applying this scheme are presented
in § 3. We summarize and conclude with a few remarks in § 4.
2. Our scheme
The scheme consists of four broad steps which are described in the following
subsections. In the first step, we present a prescription to construct the correlated
identical nucleon pairs from the occupied HF orbits of the nucleus. In § 2.2, we discuss
the Marumori mapping from the correlated pair space onto the boson space. In § 2.3,
we evaluate the IBM-2 parameters in terms of appropriate matrix elements in the
fermion space. The IBM-1 parameters obtained from those of the IBM-2 Operators by
means of a projection scheme [24] are presented in § 2"4.
2.1 Construction of correlated pairs
We present here a simple prescription by which we construct the correlated pair states
of identical nucleons for each nucleus. Clearly the structure of these pairs ought to
effectively represent the distribution of all the valence nucleons (p = v(neutrons);
n(protons)) over the chosen spherical model space {j~'}. A natural choice to carry out
such a construction is to consider the occupancies of the spherical j~ orbits in a given
state of the nucleus: However, a complete shell model calculation is almost impossible
for the nuclei under our consideration. Hence we choose a practical, though approximate
way out, i.e., to calculate the occupancies from the self-consistently generated set of
deformed HF orbits. With the knowledge of the occupancies, we construct an effective
single particle (s.p.) deformed orbit iP; K )off incorporating the relative distribution of
the valence nucleons (p) over the model space. The correlated S, D, G pairs are then
obtained by projecting out good angular momentum (J = 0, 2, 4 respectively) positive
parity pairs from the two particle determinant defined by the states IP; K )eft.
We now describe the scheme in detail. We consider an even-even nucleus with np
number of valence nucleons occupying a major oscillator shell {j~'}. The axiallydeformed good-parity HF s.p. orbits IP; + K I I ) for this system are then given by

Ip;Kn5 = ~ Cj~KnljfKrI> [time-like]

(1)

J~
lp; - Kn> = Z ( - 1),j~--KCj;KnlJf - K H )

[time-reversed]
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where K and n are respectively, the s.p. projection (along the symmetry axis of the
nucleus) and the parity associated with the orbit jr. From the set of occupied HF we
evaluate the occupancy of jr
np/2

X ; = 2 ~ IC(°jTI2
i

(3)

i=1

where I is the index for the occupied orbits and the factor 2 accounts for the pair of
time-like and time-reversed occupied orbits for each K and H.
We then construct the effective s.p. deformed orbit

Ip; r = ½>,,, = E
Jf

cj:tjf ½m.

(4)

Here the coefficients of expansion C~ are given by ~j, = + v/Xf/np. The relative phase
J~ 1
1
~
i
.
factors pjf are fixed to be pj~ = C(~2 C(~! where C(~ are the coefficients of expansmn of
the first (energetically lowest) H1~ orbh. Note fro~a the definition of Cjy that this orbit
is normalized.
A few points are to be noted at this step. The HF solutions for all the nuclei studied
by us are prolate in nature. We therefore choose the projection quantum number
K = ½for the effective orbit. This also allows all the spherical shells in the model space
starting from jP = ½to contribute to this orbit. Its constituent Cf, coefficients retain the
relative distribution of valence nucleons over the model space and the effects of Pauli
blocking etc. The motivation behind the above choice of phases pj~ is the fact that the
prolate orbit with this phase choice is invariably the most d~formed orbit with
maximum intrinsic quadrupole moment. One would therefore expect that the pair
wave function constructed from such an effective orbit would describe the low-lying
collective states of the nucleus. Moreover, as this orbit is defined over a major
oscillator shell including the intruder shell, it does not have good parity. In case of an
occupied intruder shell, there is also the question of defining the corresponding phase
factor pjf in (4). Since we finally consider only positive parity pair states projected out
of the product of a pair of effective orbits, the phase of the intruder orbit here is
irrelevant.
From the two particle determinant constructed by lP; K = + 1/2)©ff, we project out
the good angular momentum positive parity pairs [Bsu=
P o ) or in short IBse>
IBm) = ~ cg~u~sl(P;kl)J>

(5)

kl

where the expansion coefficients C~tk!)
J p is given by

- ¢~kt)Qk ~ Jt - ~ IJkJt" JO> PJfPJ7Cj: CjT.

(6)
The quantity (Jk.p!.p
1 .p.p..JO) in the above equation is the Clebsch-Gordan
2JI-~]JkJ!
coefficient and Y so is the normalization factor. In (5)I(P; kl)J) = I(j~j~')J0> is the two
particle state coupled to angular momentum J. These correlated pairs are dynamic in
nature, although in an average sense, as they are based on the occupancies of the
model orbits calculated for each nucleus from the respective HF solutions. This
prescription, like those of 120, 21, 22, 27], is applicable to all even-even nuclei-378
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spherical, transitional or rotational--away from closed-shell and whose lowest
energy HF solution is prolate.
2.2 Construction of the Boson operators
Following usual tensor coupling notations, we may write the IBM-2 Hamiltonian
s

J

n

nt.~n

J

( _ 1)s' W J'
Ctb~t b,?~s'.¢~
JIJ2d3J4 ~,~, J l X
j2 !
~, J3

X

/~,)s')

(7)

J IJ2JaJ4;J'

where b~* and b~ are respectively the boson creation and annihilation spherical tensor
operators with J = 0, 2 and 4 for the s, d and g bosons. We also have the E2-transition
operator
raM-2

ess,(bs bj,)o.

=

(8)

p=v,n JJ'

Our objective is to evaluate the single boson energy e~, the v - 7t boson two-body
matrix element (tbme) WSs'j~1~s, in eq. (7) and the effective boson charge e~j, in eq.(8)
microscopically. To this end, we first establish the following Marumori mapping from
the identical nucleon pair space onto the boson space
nucleon pairs

bosons

IBm) ~ Ibm); J = 0, 2, 4

(9)

I(B~, BJ2)J ) ~ I(b's, b~)J); J~, J2 = 0, 2, 4.

(10)

It is to be noted in (10) that the nucleon pairs and the bosons being distinguishable, there
is no (anti) symmetry requirement and the one-to-one correspondence is straightforward.
The above mappings (9-10) lead to evaluation of the parameters of the boson
operators in eqs (7-8) in the following manner
boson matrix elements

nucleon pair matrix elements

e~ = (b~laf:mM_ 21b~) = (B~I~oIB ~)

(11)

W~s2s3j" - ( ( b ~ b ~ ) d ] ~ , ~ m u _ 2](b~3b~,)j) = \ ,~s,
t nv n~ Xdl~t/-r, v~,~ttB~s3B~s,,xJ'~/
(12)
,/hP~ ~'-(E2)
e j, - ,vs,

hP
-j ) = ( Bjpl~-(E2)IBp

(13)

O n the r.h.s,of eqs (11-13), we have respectivelythe one-plus-two-body identical
n~cleon Hamiltonian ~:, the two-body neutron-proton interaction operator
: ~ and the fermion E2-transitionoperator 5 (E2) discussed in the next subsection.
As pointed out earlier,a one-to-one correspondence between the statesI(B~ B~)J)
and l(b~,b'~)J)cannot be established. W e have, therefore, dropped the terms
involving these boson states in the Hamiltonian ~¢'mM-2 (eq. (7)).However, this
approximation is not a severe handicap as it has been shown [4] that in the low-lying
spectra these matrix elements play a negligible role.
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Further, the Marumori mapping constructed in (9-10) are not of OAI type where
N-pair (N = N~ + N.) states are mapped onto N-boson states [6-12] and the boson
parameters are evaluated by calculating a few fermion matrix elements in the N-pair
space using the generalised seniority scheme.
2.3 Evaluation of the boson parameters
2.3.1 The single boson energy: The single boson energy e~= (B~IgplB~) of (11)
alongwith (5) for IBm) is given by
e~= ~ ~ $'P(k,,,)s(g°(k21~)s,,w,/t"'kxlx)Jl~'ufal(P;k212)J>•

(14)

k112 k212

The matrix elements (m.e.) on the r.h.s, of (14) is easily evaluated

((.; k~ 11)J bE,°pI(p; k 212)J > = (~j;, +

aj;,)(~j.j:gj~j;.+ V;:,jf.jf.jf.

(15)

where ej; is the single particle energy (spe) of the valence SM orbits j~ a n d V;f,j~tjLj;z is
the identical particle nucleonic two-body matrix element (tbme)
2.3.2 The neutron-proton boson interaction matrix element: The v-n boson two-body
matrix eIementW ss,s~s~s, = ((Bs,Bs~)
~ " J i ~ ~.l(Bs~ Bs,)J
" ) of(12) alongwith (5) is given
by
JlJ2J314

kill k212 k313 k4|4

(klll)l 1 ~(k212)J2 ~(k313)J3 ~(k414)J4

(((v; k I ll )d 1, (n; k 212)J2).l[ ~ . 1 ((v; k313)J 3, (n; k 414)J 4)J ).
(16)
The matrix element on the rhs of (16) is the basic matrix element with the two-body
v-n-interaction operator
V~. =

~

[j,31/2 V s'j,j~j,V.((a ~.
t x a~.)s' × (dj,, x dy.)s') °

j~j'j',j"; j,

(17)

with a jp,a
t ~r etc. as the nucleon creation and annihilation tensor operators and the
matrix elements VJ)Ty,j,, in v-n formalism.
Rewriting the operator ~ w in the multipole form and applying the Wigner-Eckart
theorem, the basic matrix element can be factorised [33]
(((v; k a Ia )Ja, (~; k212)J2)JI ~ , , [((v; k313)J3), (~; k414)J4)J )
= ( - 1 ) s2+13+J

~
j,j~j,~j,,,; j,

~,r" J4

J3

J"

j,~ j,v

(-ly~+J'v+l'[J'-]V s'
J'?J'V"
j,, ((v;kxl~)Jxlf(a) x~J")fll(v;k313)J3)

((~;k212)J2 If(a~ × ~tj,.)s'l{(rc;k414)J4).

(18)

The m.e.'s on the rhs of (18) are evaluated by employing standard techniques of shell
model spectroscopy, namely, intermediate state expansion, recoupling of spherical
380
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tensors and application of the fermion anti-commutation relations. We obtain
(((v; k I 11)J1, (n; k212)J2)JJ ~//w J((v; k3 la)J3, 0t; k414)J4)J>
4

= ( - - 1)Jl+J4+J+l I'-I ~-k,l,[Ji]l/2F'k,l,J,
i=1

j,j"

{

J~, J~ J ' ~ f J ~
J~, ]]3 J"J(J~3

J~, J;,~(J2
J3 J"J(J,,

J~ J'~}6j 6j7'
J4 J" ;J;, 7,,

(19)

where (k,', = (1/(1 + (~kil,)l/2), [J] = 2J + 1 and the exchange operator ekU defined as

ekuf(k, l, J) = f(k, l, J) - ( - 1)~ +j'-s f(1, k, J).

(20)

2.3.3 The E2-transition effective boson charoe: The effective boson charge e~s, for
E2-transition in (8) is evaluated from (13). By applying Wigner-Eckart theorem and
carrying out the contraction on the double-barred matrix element through boson
commutation relations, the boson matrix element on the lhs of (13) can be reduced to
(b~, I,,,~v-(E2)
P ) :-inM_2lbs2

LaxJ

(J202OlJxO>e~,s~

(21)

where the quantity (J2 0 2 01Jz0> is the Clcbsch-Gordan coeJ~cient. The effective
charge parameter of the bosons is thus given by
[j1]1/2

e~.t2=

p
(E2) p
(Bs, lY
IBs'>

(22)

[211/2(JzO20]JlO >

The E2-transition operator ~'-(E2) in the nucleonic space is given by
9-(E2)=

1

X/~ ~ e p ~, q,i,,(a~ x t~,,~)o
2
jpj'p
p

(23)

where ep is the effective nucleon charge, q;i" = (JP I1r2 y2 ilj,p > is the reduced quadrupole matrix element in units of oscillator size parameter b2(= O'O102(4Np/A2) - ~/3
barns) [34] for a nucleus with N o number of p-pairs and atomic number A.
Expanding the m.e. on the rhs of(22) by (5) we have
(BJ,13-(E2)IB~2 > = ~ ~ ~k,,,)s,f~k2l~m((P;k,l,)Jll~-(~2)[(p;k212)J2> •
kilt k212

(24)

The basic matrix clement on the rhs of (24) is evaluated by substituting for ,.~'-(E2) (23)
and applying the spherical tensor recoupling and commutation relations. Wc obtain
((P; kx I1)JI I'Y-(E2)I(P;k212)J2
~ip +jp
= ep [J2 ] 1/2(J2 0 2 0 lJr O) ek,U, ek,l~S2(-- lr,,
,, +2~qj, j,

J1
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Combining (22), (24) and (25) we calculate the effective charge parameter e~,s~.
2.3 Construction of IBM-I operators
Due to the lack of an IBM-2 code incorporating o-bosons explicitly, we carry out the
spectroscopic calculations in IBM-1 regime. The parameters of the IBM-1 operators
are calculated from those of IBM:2 by a projection scheme [24] based on the F-spin
symmetry amongst neutron and proton bosons. The IBM-2 to IBM-1 projection is
carried out with the assumption that the low-lying IBM-2 levels of our interest have
F-spin F = F,,,. and hence are completely symmetric under interchange of v-re labels.
This symmetry can be realized by either constructing an F-scalar Hamiltonian [35]
or, alternatively, by including in a non-F-scalar Hamiltonian a large Majorana force
M~, [36, 37].
The IBM-2 Hamiltonian (eq. (7)) constructed in our microscopic procedure is
clearly not F-scalar. However, we assume that the low-lying levels and, in particular,
the Yrast levels among them that we are interested in do have F = Fm~~ and project
out the IBM-1 Hamiltonian from the IBM-2 Hamiltonian. Those terms in the
expansion of the IBM-2 Hamiltonian which contribute to the Majorana operator
collapse in IBM-1 because of symmetry requirements of the IBM-1 states. Out of the
82 parameters in the two-body part of ~mM- 2 only 68 contribute to Yt~mM_ ~ m.e. and
the rest are mapped to zero. The 3 single boson energies es and 32 two-body matrix
elements W'J,J2J3J4 of the (sdg) IBM-1 Hamiltonian

JIJ2J3J4;J'

J

V s'
~ht b t ~s'.tg
g ~:"
JiJ2,I3J4~.~gt J2 !
~,~J3~J,!

(26)

and the 4 effective E2-charge parameters e:s, of the IBM-1 E2-transition operator
YI~2)_2 = ~ ess,(b~b"s)2o

(27)

JJ'

are related to the corresponding IBM-2 parameters through the neutron(proton)
boson numbers N~(N,) and the total boson number N and are given below
IBM - 1

IBM - 2
1

~: = --(N~t~ + N.~7,)
N

VS,
N~N, I~':'
s,s,s,s, - N--~-Z 1) J,s,s~:,
1

ess, =--(N,e'::, + N , eJs, ).
N

(28)
(29)

(30)

In eq. (29) if,s,
JIJ2J3J4 is the sum of all W s"
JIJ2J3J4 for a given J' in ~mM- 2 including the
distinct permutations of (Jx, J2) and (J3, J4) respectively.
The IBM-1 parameters (28-30) are then used in the SDGIBM-1 boson code of Devi
and Kota [25] to produce the spectra and B(E2) values for the even-even Mo and Sm
isotopes. Due to computational difficulties we have truncated the boson space to
382
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configurations with number of g-bosons N, ~<2 for all calculations reported here. In
case of the Sm isotopes, the basis space has been further truncated by imposing the
condition on number of s-bosons N s >/2 on the basis states. Earlier calculations [16,
38] have demonstrated that such approximations produce satisfactory results.
3. Shape transition in Mo and Sm isotopes

We now present the results of the application of this simple procedure to study the
spherical to axially-deformed shape transition in ¢ven--A 96-108 Mo and 146-154Sm
isotopes. We have used the surface delta interaction (SDI) Opp, as the residual
two-body interaction. It can be written in terms of spherical harmonics Y~
(gpp, = - App, ~ ( - 1)~(2/+ I)~/2( Yt(p)" Y~(p'))

(31)

l=O

with strength parameters App,. Qualtitative features of shape transition are observed
with a given set of fermion input parameters, namely, spe ejp, SDI strength App, and
effective nucleon charge ep, for each set of isotopes. However, in quantitative terms,
the same set of parameters while producing results in agreement with experiment for
the lighter isotopes, produce scaled-up spectra for the heavier ones. One then needs to
vary these parameters in the deformed region to reproduce numbers akin to
experimental results. Such scaling-up of spectra has also been reported by other
authors [10, 12, 16]. Navrfitil and Dobesy carry out the variation of all the input
parameters dynamically by a further parametrization [16] involving the boson
numbers of the nucleus under consideration. Our attempt, however, has been to
minimize the number of free parameters and also to economise on their variation.In
order to demonstrate the necessity of varying these parameters, we adopt the
following approach. For the Mo chain, we carry out variation of App, with a view to
closely reproducing the experimental results. For the Sm chain, however, we keep the
strength parameters fixed and compare the results with the observed spectra as well as
with those of Scholten [10] whose calculations are also carried out without variation
of the parameters. The effective nucleon charges for the Sm isotopes are varied to
compare with the results of Navrfitil and Dobesy [16]. We have also carried out
detailed calculations for 14SSm and 152Sm with different values of the parameters
Ape and ep. Results of these calculations are not given here for brevity but they
compare well with those of [16, 38, 39] and experiments [31, 32].
3.1 The Mo isotopes

The model spaces for the valence protons and neutrons in the even 96- lOSMo isotopes
alongwith the spe [40] are given in table 1. It has also been shown [40] that the role of
the 2pl/2 shell protons is negligible in the shape transition; hence we ignore them. The
set of SDI strength parameters Avv = A~ = 0-35 MeV and A,~ = 0.6 MeV, taken by
Federman and Pittel [41] to study the shape transitions in this isotopic chain,
produce in our calculations results in agreement with experiment for the lighter
isotopes but scaled-up spectra for the heavier ones. We, therefore, vary these
parameters as shown in table 2. These numbers indicate, as one would expect, that the
deformation producing vTt interaction becomes much stronger in the deformed heavy
isotopes compared to the identical particle interaction which would include the
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 4, April 1995
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Table 1. The model space and the single
particle energies for Mo isotopes.

protons
neutrons

orbit

energy (MeV)

lgg/2
2ds/2
3sl/2
2d3/2
lgT/2
lhl 1/2

0"0
0"0
1"0
2"5
3"0
3"6

Table 2. Adopted SDI strength parameters

for 96- t0SMo isotopes.
Isotope

A (p = v,n)
~(n MeV)

A
(in MeV)

96Mo
98Mo
X°°Mo
1°2Mo
1°4Mo
I°6Mo
l°SMo

0"37
0"37
0"33
0"10
0"05
0"05
0"05

0-60
0-60
0"60
0"40
0"40
0"40
0"40

sphericity producing pairing interactions even though their absolute values decrease.
The effective neutron charges are chosen to be e, = 0"9e and e~ = 1.9e.
In the axially-defofrned prolate H F solutions we do not observe occupation of the
intruder lh 11/2 orbit. The normalized occupancies ICj-I 2 calculated from Iv; k = 1/2)off
(4) for every valence orbit Jr are plotted for all isotolSes in figure 1 (a). In the case of
98Mo the 2ds/2 orbit gets almost filled with very little participation of the rest of the
model orbits and we observe a (sub)shell effect here. It has been argued [42] that this
effect at N = 56, 58 is responsible for the delay in the onset of shape transition in Mo
isotopes. With addition of more neutrons, collectivity sets in and for A = 106, 108 the
2da/2 and lgT/2 orbits also take part substantially.
Federman and Pittel [43], in their analysis of the microscopic aspects of nuclear
deformation and shape transition, proposed that the onset of nuclear deformation
occurs in the region where valence neutrons and protons occupy spherical orbits with
good overlap. The neutron and proton orbits (nvldv) and (n,,ld,,) are shown to have
good overlap [44] if nv = n~ and iv = l~, l~ + 1. Following this, Federman and Pittel
[41] showed that it is indeed the occupation of the (lg9/2) * and (lg7/2)* orbits by the
valence nucleons which is responsible for the onset of deformation in the heavier Mo
isotopes. In figure 1 (a), we observe similar effects with lg7/2 being rapidly occupied for
A = 104-108. Similar effects are also seen in the occupancies of the model orbits for
the Sm isotopes.
The IBM-1 d- and g-boson energies Ca,e_ with respect to the s-boson energies are
plotted in figure 1 (b). Barring the case of ~8Mo, these quantities vary smoothly. It
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w.r.t e,; and (c) IBM-1 effective boson charges for E2-transitions are plotted against
the atomic number A.

should be noted that for to4-lO8Mo ' with the SDI strength parameters kept constant
table 2, there is a gradual decrease in the ed-e s gap. This decrease facilitates a stronger
mixing of the d- and g-bosons and probably helps the onset and sustenance of the
deformation.
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The IBM-1 E2-charges ezs, in eb unit are plotted in figure 1(c). It is gratifying to
note that for the heavier (deformed) nuclei these microscopically calculated
parameters have the same relative phases as the E2-transition operator in SU(3) limit
[45]
//7\~/2

36

~

(~7)U2 (dt~)2

,.

/ 3 3 \ 1/2

\

)

and with the free parameter eS= 0-04eb, the two sets of parameters become
comparable for the deformed nuclei like t06- t08Mo"
In figure 2(a), the observed [31] and calculated 2~', 4~ and 6~" energies of the
isotopes (A) are plotted with respect to the respective ground state energies. The
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B(E2; 0~" ~ 2~') (or B(E2)T) are presented alongwith the experimental values [32] in
figure 2(b). The spherical to axial-rotor shape transition is clearly borne out with
lowering of the 2~ level with A, the transition in the energy spectrum from vibrational
to rotational and also the enhancement of B(E2)T values around A = 100, 102. The
overproduction of B(E2)1" for A = 106, 108 is also observed by other phenomenological
studies [30, 36]. It may be noted in table 2 that the necessity to vary the SDI strength
parameters occurs near A ~ 100, 102 where the transition evidently occurs.
3.2 The Sm isotopes
The single particle spaces and the corresponding energies of the orbits are given in
table 3. The beginning-sheU single-particle (BSSP) energies [7] have been taken for
both neutrons and protons. The strength parameters of SDI are kept fixed at
Avv = A~ = 0.3 MeV and Av~ = 0.12 MeV. The energies of a few low-lying levels with
respect to the corresponding ground state energies given by our calculation alongwith
the corresponding experimental values [311 are plotted in figure 3(a). The spectra
generated in [10] are plotted in figure 3(b) for comparison. The calculated levels for
the deformed nuclei, namely, 152-154 Sm are pushed up compared to the observed
ones. The same effects are also observed in figure 3(b). The evidence of the shape
transition at A = 150-152 is clearly seen from the Yrast levels 2+ and 4+ plotted with
respect to the ground state. The behavior of the 0~" has been pointed out to be
remarkable [47] in the shape transition. Being a member of the two-phonon triplet of
a spherical nucleus, it first drops linearly alongwith 2~- and 4~'. As the transition to
axially-deformed shape occurs, it moves up and becomes the head of the fl-band. The
2~" level also goes up as seen in the experimental curve (figure 3(a)). However, the
0~ and 2~ levels for 152-154Sm in our calculation are produced at higher energies
compared to those of [10] in figure 3(b). As already mentioned earlier, the excess of
pairing correlation supplied by a higher than realistic value of A~ and A~ may be
playing a role in this scale-up. It is also likely that the excited boson states such as s'
and d' play a role even in the low-lying spectra of deformed nuclei. In addition, for our
calculated levels the mixing of F-spin mixed-symmetry states with those of F-spin
symmetric ones may also be party responsible. As Scholten's calculations are carried
out in IBM-2 with a Majorana force which pushes the F-spin mixed-symmetry levels
up, the 0~, 2~- levels produced thereby should correspond closer to pure F-spin
symmetric levels.

Table 3. The neutron and proton model spaces for
1,,6-156Sm and the spe.

Neutrons
orbits
2f7/2
3P3/2
3Pl/2
lh9/2
2fs/2
li13/2

Protons

energies(MeV) orbits
1"00
1"50
2"25
2'45
2"60
2"80

lgT/2
2d5/2
2d3/2
1h11/2
3s 1/2
--

energies(MeV)
0"00
0"96
2"69
2'76
2"99
--
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The B(E2)T values plotted in figure 2(c) alongwith the experimental values [32] and
those of Navr~itil and Dobesy [16] also show the enhancement at A - 152--a
characteristic of the transition. However, we observe that the initial choice of the
fermion effective charges e~ = 0.5e and e~ = 1.3 e is not able to produce enough
enhancement as observed at the transition. In order to reproduce the enhancement
closer to observed values we have to adopt a new set of parameters, i.e. e~ = 0.7 e and
e~ = 1.6 e. Similar observation has also been made by Navr~itil and Dobesy. Such
a variation of the parameters is also evidently necessary in the case of the spectra (both
ours as well as Scholten's) which while qualitatively showing the transition are scaled
up at the point of transition, i.e. at A = 150-152.
4. Discussion

A great deal of work probing the microscopic foundations of IBM has been reported
in literature. Several schemes and procedures have been developed to construct the
bosons and the bosonic operators microscopically from fermion inputs. These studies
demonstrate various degrees of success in explaining different aspects of low-lying
collectivity in nuclei. However, there have been only very few microscopic IBM
calculations to study detailed spectroscopic properties.
The highlight of the procedure presented here is that with a simple prescription it
dynamically evaluates the boson structure and matrix elements of the boson
operators for each nucleus from its deformed HF solution. Secondly, this procedure is
success- fully applied to carry out spectroscopic calculations to study the spherical to
axially- deformed shape transition in even-A Mo and Sm isotopes.
This procedure is based on the following assumptions:
(i) The truncation of the full shell model space to S-D-G space is both viable and
sufficient;
(ii) The many particle fermion states of the S-D-G space and the matrix elements of
the fermionic operators defined in this space are correctly represented by the corresponding boson states in the s-d-g space and the matrix dements of the bosonic
operators;
(iii) The lowest energy HF solutions from which the correlated S, D and G pairs are
constructed are prolate in character.
(iv) The identical boson interaction terms are negligible compared to the neutronproton interaction term in the boson Hamiltonian.
(v) The low-lying IBM-2 states of interest are F-spin symmetric.
(vi) For computational limitations, the boson configuration space has been truncated
with the condition Ng ~<2 of g-bosons. For the Sm isotpoes, we also have a further
truncation N s t> 2 of s-bosons.
In our study of shape transitions, we observe a necessity to vary the fermion two-body
interaction (SDI) strength parameters is the transition region. Our strategy of
variation parameters is somewhat different from that of Navr~til and Dobesy [16]
who vary all the fermion parameters through a prescription laying more stress on the
variation of single-particle energies.
It is of course desirable that one should be able to reproduce the observed transition
from the same set of parameters used throughout the isotopic chain. It is possible that
the drastic truncation of the shell model space mapped onto the boson space and
further approximations in the boson space does not allow the interaction to take its
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course and demonstrate the transition. This requires us to adjust the parameters by
hand to reproduce the transition. However, it has also been shown in shell model
calculations [48] that in order to reproduce the observed spectra for all the nuclei in
the s-d shell, the two-body matrix elements have to be multiplied by a factor ~ A ~/a.
Such calculations are prohibitively difficult for the set of nuclei under our
consideration. Notwithstanding, we can at the least say that the need to vary fermion
parameters may be attributed to the absence of excited bosons (s', d", g',-..) which may
correspond to nearby minima of the variationally minimized energy surface in our HF
calculations. Recently it has indeed been shown [14] that inclusion of these bosons
does produce better results for lighter nuclei. It is well-known that angular
momentum projected HF band-mixing calculations have been eminently successful in
studying various spectroscopic properties of nuclei in different regions of the periodic
table [49, 50, 51]. We therefore conjecture that if our HF based procedure can be
extended to include these excited bosons it may not be necessary to vary the
parameters. In summary, we think that the approach proposed in this paper is the
simplest, has close connection with the HF band mixing calculations of nuclei and
consequently has a natural way of incorporating s' d' g' bosons.
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